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Spring Blossom
MONTHLY QUOTE: IT DOES NOT MATTER HOW
SLOWLY YOU GO AS LONG AS YOU DO NOT STOP CONFUCIUS

We hope you had a wonderful Easter! We are earning the
end of the school year and are in the midst of spring. Keep
working and looking forward to completing the year on a
good note!
We have loads prepared for you this month: Oline
Privacy, facts about Spain, our historical location- The
Pyramids of Giza, Niels Bohr as our scientist of the
month, a poem "Dear Future Generations: Sorry", and
our recommendations page with a book, TV series, and a
film.
We hope you enjoyed the last issue, and are intrigued to
read this one!

Team:

In this issue: Alexandra Delrio, Beatrice Mambretti, Bianca
Lazzereschi,

Elia

Ines

Adéle

Hamouche,

Elizaveta

Katiushina, Lidia Bulatova, Sofia Brunamonti Binello, and
Valeria Fassone (editing) we hope to expand in the
upcoming year. We are a collaborative and determined
team to bring you the best every month!
If interested in joining contact: vfassone@isgenoa.it

Privacy on the
Internet
WRITTEN BY BIANCA LAZZERESCHI

There are several ways on the internet that one’s

Facebook

privacy is invaded and it is important to be aware
of. People think that nothing could happen if

The Facebook company is very large since it has

your information is stolen because you aren’t

Whatsapp and Instagram as a part of it. Towards

“important”. This unfortunately isn’t the case; say

the end of February Whatsapp released a new

you posted an embarrassing picture on social

“terms

media when you were a kid, at the time it might

consisted of the company gathering information

seem an innocent thing. However, when applying

from

for jobs or important jobs these resurface

permanently stored and accessible. Even if the

ruining your reputation. Even though this is a

policy was only applied in countries outside the

simple example, we should all be aware of such

EU, it received a lot of criticism and people

posts and information being stolen.

started to switch to other communication apps;

and
chats,

policy”

contract.

meaning

that

This

chats

contract
would

be

Telegram and Singal. Since Whatsapp lost many
So how are they stolen:

members, they announced that such a policy
would not be implemented.

Cookies

There was a rumor going around regarding
Instagram. It is said that if you ever post on

Have you ever been on a website where they ask

Instagram, it gives unlimited access to the

you to “accept cookies”? If so, you just fed your

employees of your personal camera roll and

data to the owners of the website. What do

accessing it without you knowing it.

cookies do? They register what you are searching
for and store it in their database. Once stored

Overall, it is important to be aware of online

they gather other personal data and your history

companies stealing your information. Personal

of other websites to customize their page. They

data last year surpassed oil in value and became

do this so that you will stay on their website for

the most valuable thing a person can own,

longer even clicking on ads shown. If you do

therefore it is important to ensure its security.

click, the owner of the website earns more

The two examples listed above are part of a

money. Cleverly they make accepting cookies

bigger category but they are some of the daily

inevitable: they block your sight of the page with

things we may interact with. Be safe on the

a big box saying what cookies are and a big

internet and doublethink before posting or

accept button, you have to accept to view what

searching for something.

you need. If you want to be selective on the
things stolen, nothing changes. To disable your
information gathering, you have to go through
many

“terms

and

policies”.

Eventually,

you

discover you can’t disable it and have just lost
time. Lastly, some websites don’t allow you to
read their articles unless you accept cookies. In
fact, it is very hard to find websites you can use
without accepting them, once again making it
inevitable.
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SPAIN
WRITTEN BY ALEXANDRA DELRIO

Spain, a country full of traditions, breathtaking
landscapes, and incredible history. Spain is
home to bullfighting and flamenco but there’s
more. With a population of over 46,000,000,
Spain has the fourth most spoken language in
the world: Spanish. With about 537.9 million
people speaking it. Most of the Spanish are
Catholic, though there is no official religion.
Only one-third of the population practice, but
religion

is

taken

seriously

hence

many

churches.
History:
Spain has a long history, below are a
few

of

the

most

significant

and

particular events that still influence
Spain today:
Prehistory: 65,000 years ago, instead
of Spain, the Neanderthals drew
some of the first graffitis mixing
pigments on cave walls. For example
the Red Ladder.
Gadir (or Càdiz) is one of the oldest
cities in the Western World. It is a
“touristic magnet”. It was founded by
the Phoenicians.
In Spain, there is a single Egyptian
temple, which may mean two things,
according to historians: Egyptians
colonized Spain for some time, or
they donated it in a sign of alliance.
The

Arabic

invasion

of

Spain,

resulted in Islam being the main
religion, taking quite a bit of time to
return to Christianity. The Arabic
influence also affected the Spanish
language, some Arab words are still
in Spanish today: alcàzar, alcachofa,
naranja,

zanahoria,

algoritmo, àlgebra.
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alfombra,

Traditions and Cultural Customs:
Spain is full of intriguing traditions and
cultural customs.
Many

people

say

Don

or

Doña

(depending on gender) if there is a
formal occasion, and it is like saying,
Mister or Miss.
If you meet someone young, it’s likely
that they know English, if you meet
someone elderly, they might not speak
English.
When you eat, always keep your hands
visible with your wrists on the table.
Tuesday

13th

is

considered

a

very

unlucky day.
Spain is considered to have one of the
best educational systems in the World.
Flamenco: an ancient dance that starts
with the banging of feet until the sound
of the guitar joins.
Bullfighting is an ancient art that is still
very common today, but the number of
bullfighting shows is decreasing because
of the bad way they treat bulls.
Fun Facts:
Spain has FOUR official languages: Castilian
(normal

Spanish),

Catalan,

Basque

and

Galician.
The gate of Sun, Puerto del Sol, is the
geographical
Spaniards

CENTER

do

the

in

Spain.

New-Year

Many

countdown

there.
Spain is the second most mountainous
country in Europe (after Switzerland) and
the average height of the land over there is
660 meters, almost half a mile (0,4 miles),
above sea level.
The plazas, or the center of cities, are very
popular for tourism and they are full of
small shops and friendly people.
Spain has 4964 km of refreshing sea.
Spain, apart from a few Portuguese islands,
is the only place in Europe in which bananas
grow.
Last but not least, summers are extremely
hot in some parts of Spain. In cities like
Valleloid, rain is very rare and is amazing,
because there are precipitation rates similar
to those in the rainiest African deserts.
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The Pyramids of Giza
WRITTEN BY ELIZAVETA KATIUSHINA

The famous Pyramids of Giza (Arabic - Ahrāmāt
Al-Jīzah) located in Giza, Egypt on the west bank
of the Nile river, were royal tombs built for the
three different pharaohs to protect their spirit.
Considered to be one of the seven wonders of
the world in the ancient times, the three of them
are called the Great Pyramid, Pyramid of Khafre
and Pyramid of Menkaure.
The Great Pyramid is the first. It is the biggest
and oldest one and was built for the second king
of

the

4th

sarcophagus

dynasty,
is

inside

Khufu.

The

Pharaoh’s

the

King’s

chamber,

(although it was originally meant to be within a
subterranean burial chamber underneath the
pyramid). It is considered to be one of the most
impressive masterpieces of technical skills and
engineering ability, standing at an angle of
51°52′ and being 230 metres tall on each side.
2.3 million blocks of stone were cut, transported
and assembled to create the 5.75 ton structure.
It is still a bit of mystery how the workers of the
ancient times managed to construct it. The most
reasonable hypothesis, given by an ancient
Greek historian Herodotus, is that 100,000 men
were employed to build the pyramid out of brick,
sand and earth, working hard on it for over 20

All of the pyramids were unfortunately robbed in

years. It was possible for them to do so as there

the ancient times. Precious valuables inside of

was little work to be done on the fields.

the burial chambers that were originally placed
there are missing, and a big part of the outer

To the south of the Great Pyramid stands the

castings of white limestone are nowhere to be

Great Sphinx, the ancient guard of the pyramids.

found.

The Great Sphinx is a mythological creature with
the face of a man and the body of a lion. The

Rich in historical value and highly mysterious,

sphinx’s nose had been mutilated, who and why

there is no other attraction like it. The pyramids

remains unknown.

of Giza are truly unique and fascinating; not only
do they provide clues about life and death in

The middle pyramid, built for the fourth king of

Ancient Egypt but they also carry the spirit of the

the fourth dynasty Khafre, is 216 metres tall on

Pharaoh’s, which makes the pyramids of Giza a

each side. The last pyramid is the smallest, and

must-see.

was built for the fifth king of the fourth dynasty
Menkaure. It is 109 metres high on each side.

Location: Al Haram, Nazlet El-Semman, Al
Giza Desert, Giza Governorate, Egypt
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Niels Bohr
WRITTEN BY LIDIA BULATOVA

"Every great and deep difficulty bears in itself its
own solution. It forces us to change our thinking in
order to find it." - Niels Bohr.
Niels Bohr, born on the 7th October 1885, was a
Danish physicist who is generally regarded as
one of the foremost physicists of the 20th
century.
Enrolling at the University of Copenhagen in
1903, Bohr was never in doubt that he would
study physics. While working in the laboratory of
his

father

(a

renowned

physiologist),

Bohr

conducted several experiments and even made
his own glass test tubes. It was then, while
conducting research for his doctoral thesis on
the electron theory of metals, that Bohr first
came across Max Planck's early quantum theory,
which described energy as tiny particles- or
quanta.
Later on, in 1912, Bohr worked for the Nobel
laureate J.J. Thompson in England. It was here
where he was introduced to Ernest Rutherford,
whose

discovery

of

the

nucleus

and

development of an atomic model had earned
him a Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1908. Under
Until the end, Bohr’s mind remained as alert as

Rutherford's tutelage, Bohr began studying the

ever; during the last few years of his life, he had

properties of atoms.

shown keen interest in the new developments of
molecular biology. The latest formulation of his

It was through the combination of Planck’s

thoughts on the problem of Life appeared in his

quantum theory and Rutherford’s discoveries,

final (unfinished) article, published after his

that Bohr was able to achieve his atomic model.

death: “Licht und Leben-Noch einmal” (“Light and

Presented in 1913, the Bohr model shows the

Life revisited”), Naturwiss., 50 (1963) 72.

atom as a small, positively charged nucleus
surrounded by orbiting electrons. Bohr was the

Bohr's contributions to the study of quantum

first to discover that electrons travel in separate

mechanics are forever memorialized at the

orbits around the nucleus and that the number

Institute for Theoretical Physics at Copenhagen

of electrons in the outer orbit determines the

University, which has since been renamed the

properties of an element. This discovery earned

Niels Bohr Institute in his honor.

him the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1922.
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Dear Future
Generations: Sorry
FOUND BY ELIA INES ADÉLE HAMOUCHE,

Hey Fox News, if you don't think climate change is a threat.
I dare you to interview the thousands of homeless people in
Bangladesh
See, while you were in your penthouse nestled,
their homes were literally washed away
beneath their feet due to the rising sea levels,

WRITTEN BY PRINCE EA

and Sara Palin, you said that you love the smell of fossil fuels,
well I urge you to talk to the kids of Beijing

Dear Future Generations,
I think I speak for the rest of us when I say,
sorry, sorry we left you with our mess of a planet.
Sorry that we were too caught up in our own doings to do

who are forced to wear pollution masks just to go to school.
See, you can ignore this, but the thing about truth is,
it can be denied, not avoided.
so I'm sorry future generation,
I'm sorry that our footprints became a sinkhole and not a
garden.

something.
Sorry we listened to people who made excuses,
to do nothing.
I hope you forgive us,
we just didn't realize how special the earth was,
like a marriage going wrong,
we didn't know what we had until it was gone.
For example,
I'm guessing you probably know what it as the Amazon
Desert, right?
Well believe it or not,
it was once called the Amazon Rain Forest,
and there were billions of trees there,
and all of them gorgeous and just um..
Oh, you don't know much about trees, do you?
Well let me tell you that trees are amazing,
and I mean, we literally breath the air
they are creating, and they clean up our pollution,
our carbon, they store and purify water,
give us medicine that cures ours diseases, food that feeds us.
Which is why I am so sorry, to tell you that,
we burned them down.
Cut them down with brutal machines, horrific,
at a rate of 40 football fields every minute,
that's 50% of all the trees in the world all gone
in the last 100 years.
Why? For this.
And that wouldn't make me so sad,
if there weren't so many pictures of leaves on it.
You know when I was a child,
I read how the Native Americans had such consideration,
for the planet that they felt responsible,
for how they left the land for the next 7 generations.

I'm sorry that we paid so much attention to ISIS,
and very little how fast the ice is melting in the arctic.
I'm sorry we doomed you
and I'm sorry we didn't find another planet in time to move
to.
I am s...
You know what, cut the beat, I'm not sorry.
This future I do not accept it,
because an error does not become a mistake,
until you refuse to correct it.
We can redirect this, how?
Let me suggest that if a farmer sees a tree that is unhealthy,
they don't look at the branches to diagnosis it,
they look at the root, so like that farmer,
we must look at the root,
and not to the branches of the government,
not to the politicians run by corporations.
We are the root, we are the foundation, this generation,
it is up to us to take care of this planet.
It is our only home, we must globally warm our hearts
and change the climate of our souls
and realize that we are not apart from nature,
we are a part of nature.
And to betray nature is to betray us,
to save nature, is to save us.
Because whatever you're fighting for:
Racism, Poverty, Feminism, Gay Rights,
or any type of Equality.
It won't matter in the least,
because if we don't all
environment,
we will be equally extinct.
Sorry.

Which brings me great sorrow, because most of us today,
don't even care about tomorrow.
So I'm sorry, I'm sorry that we put profit above people,
greed over need, the rule of gold above the golden rule.
I'm sorry we used nature as a credit card with no spending
limit.
Over drafting animals to extinction,
stealing your chance to ever see their uniqueness,
or become friends with them.
Sorry we poison the oceans so much that you can't even
swim in them.
But most of all, I'm sorry about our mindset,
'cause we had the nerve to call this destruction,
"Progress".
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work

together

to

save

the

Recommendations
of the Month
COMPILED BY: SOFIA BRUNAMONTI BINELLO
AND BEATRICE MAMBRETTI

BOOK: CYRANO DE BERGERAC (1897)
EDMOND ROSTAND

SERIES: FIREFLY LANE
Want to be fully immersed in the tale of two
best

friends—Katherine

Heigl

and

Sarah

Chalke—who met as teens and have their lives
(and their lovers) intertwined into adulthood?
This is a story of Tully and Kate who met at a
young age on Firefly Lane and have become
inseparable since, 30 years and counting of

"And what is a kiss, specifically? A pledge properly
sealed, a promise seasoned to taste, a vow stamped
with the immediacy of a lip, a rosy circle drawn
around the verb 'to love.' A kiss is a message too
intimate for the ear, infinity captured in the bee's
brief visit to a flower, secular communication with
an aftertaste of heaven, the pulse rising from the
heart to utter its name on a lover's lip: 'Forever.'"
(Cyrano De Bergerac, Edmond Rostand)

ups and downs in their relationship.
Released: February 3, 2021
Genre: Drama
Producer: Aaron Au
Season: 1

If you are in the mood for a great classic then this book
is perfect. A play originally written in French with a
combination of different styles of theater, incorporating
both comical and tragic elements. It follows the life
story of one of the most iconic characters in the history
of theater, after which the play is named: Cyrano.
Cyrano is a talented man, capable of almost anything
from composing intricate ballads to sword fighting. His
only flaw is his gigantic nose which he jokes about all
the time in order to hide how insecure he truly feels.
This trait is what causes him the most suffering
throughout the play.
Since Cyrano de Bergerac was first performed in 1897
its success led to the development of innumerable
translations, so now you can find it pretty much in any
language you prefer.

FILM: OUTSIDE THE WIRE
The

show

covers

five

topics:

illicit

drug

trafficking, social services, city government and
bureaucracy, education and classrooms, and
print journalism. The show is mostly about the
American city and how people interact with one
another, as well as how institutions affect
people. Whether an officer, a politician, a
lawyer,

or

another

professional,

all

are

eventually corrupted and must deal with the
organization to which they have pledged their
allegiance.
Released: January 15, 2021
Genre: American science fiction action
Producer(s):

Brian

Kavanaugh-Jones,

Anthony Mackie, Ben Pugh, Erica Steinberg,
Jason Spire, Arash Amel
Duration: 2 hours
Rating: R
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